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Context:
paradigm shift



1. Ocean observation multi-platform

2. Data availability all and now!



SOCIB Facilities

Coastal Research Vessel CTD, ADCP, . . .
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Lagrangian platforms drifters, profilers
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Fixed stations weather, sea-level stations, buoys



SOCIB Facilities

Beach monitoring images, morphology, weather



SOCIB Facilities

Modelling hydrodynamics, waves



SOCIB Facilities

Data Centre



SOCIB Data centre principles

1. Discoverable and accessible
2. Real-time, freely available
3. Interoperable, standardized

and quality controlled



Challenge: integrated data
management system

Variety of:

1. Sensors & platforms

2. Data types
3. Parameters
4. Formats

Glider, CTD, HF Radar, Satellite, Videos, ADCP, . . .
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Challenge: integrated data
management system

Variety of:

1. Sensors & platforms
2. Data types
3. Parameters

4. Formats

Ocean: temperature, pollutant, traffic, currents, . . .

Atmosphere: pressure, rainfall, . . .

Interface sea-level, waves, . . .

Land: coastline, erosion, . . .



Challenge: integrated data
management system

Variety of:

1. Sensors & platforms
2. Data types
3. Parameters
4. Formats

CSV, KML, HDF, JSON, NetCDF, . . .



Data discovery and access

Thredds data server:
http://thredds.socib.es/thredds/catalog.html

http://thredds.socib.es/thredds/catalog.html


Data Centre
applications



SeaBoard

http://seaboard.socib.es/

http://seaboard.socib.es/


lw4nc2 (lightweight NetCDF viewer)
Select data source



lw4nc2 (lightweight NetCDF viewer)
Select variable



lw4nc2 (lightweight NetCDF viewer)
Extract time series



lw4nc2 (lightweight NetCDF viewer)
Extract transect



lw4nc2 (lightweight NetCDF viewer)
Extract values at markers



lw4nc2 (lightweight NetCDF viewer)
Generate animation

http://thredds.socib.es/lw4nc2/

http://thredds.socib.es/lw4nc2/


Source: qz.com Data: Gartner

qz.com


Applications for smartphones

Android: https://play.google.
com/store/apps/details?id=com.
socib
iOS: http://itunes.apple.com/us/
app/socib/id482542716

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.socib
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.socib
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.socib
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/socib/id482542716
http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/socib/id482542716


Applications for smartphones

Near-real time images
from cameras installed
on top of hotels



Educational web: "Follow the glider"

followtheglider.socib.es (dev. with CEFAS)

followtheglider.socib.es
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Examples
of users



1. Glider Pilot

I Current
position

I Waypoints

Glider pilot: "Now I
can control the
position anytime
and from
everywhere!"



2. Scientist chasing an anticyclonic
eddy

I Eddy to be studied PUMP project

I Drifter trajectory LAGAPOCE project

Scientist: "Thanks, your system is fantastic!"



Conclusions



citizens specific users

reliable and up-to-date information quality controlled

data provided in near real-time

planet and its climate multi-platform system sampling at the

scales that matter



Summary

Challenge: Integrated, multi-platform system

Principles: discoverable,
open-access,
quality-controlled

Priorities: service to scientists,
technology developments,
response to societal needs

Future work: increase user community,
create tailored products
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